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“Rome wasn’t built in a day.” Is there a 
greater cliché? But in North America we 
often assume that the city is complete, not 
a project in the process of becoming. Our 
cities are mere adolescents compared to 
the ageing and dying grandfather cities of 
Rome, Paris, and Madrid. Remember that 
this continent is a massive experiment and 
that we are still in the process of redefining 
how humans should live together in a 
settlement. And yet, it often seems as 
if the city grows without a brain and 
therefore without direction. Who is calling 
the shots around here? Who let Toronto 
build so many shitty condos?

foreword
Stephane Gaulin-Brown

But let’s not fall into pathetic nostalgia for 
the ancient city. Let’s take a good long long 
look at our own surroundings, no matter 
how maligned they may be today. We find 
beauty in a state of becoming.

The photographs of Alex Willms capture 
the patterns and evolving physical 
archetypes of the new city. Small, easily 
overlooked pieces of squalor become 
categorized units of construction, each 
piece a repeatable part spread out to build 
the whole. This is a city being born.
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These photographs began as a personal 
notebook in which each image was used to 
record an interesting  observation. In the 
same way that a grocery list isn’t Writing, 
this notebook wasn’t Photography at first.

Over time, however, as the collection grew, 
the images began to develop a unified 
aesthetic, and began to relate to ideas 
about architecture and the city.

The following selection includes photos 
from early 2014 through early 2016.

The embedded text was written in Toronto 
in 2015.

preface
Alex Willms
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on nights wandered into silent alleys

footsteps glass and gravel open blank steel door down stairs to a 

room of blue haze, twenty bucks each,

back up to closed up shop streets with splintered wood twine-tied 

snow fence garden stake front yards with strewn cheap particle board 

peeled veneer waterlogged and styrofoam chips ground into dirt, 

trapped on their way to the great lakes,

ticking gas meters and shattered shopfronts half cleaned of half-

assed neon spraypaint tags by nobodies on their way up to complete 

apathy,

five a.m. shopkeeper in calm routine unlocking sliding the gate 

turning on the lights,

king of 
ramshackle 
boomtown,
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high-gloss two-point gigapixel fantasies laminated to low-grade 

board, 

sun-bleached, sprayed with road silt and paint, slapdash cheap glass 

trash heap primetime skyline cash-out,

rustic exclusive final urban dream, postindustrial pseudoantique 

everything, artisan lightbulbs, organic canvas patina metal blog-

ready coffee table complete a tired monument to garbage,

hard floors thin walls bright dreams lifestyle elusive, floor-to-ceiling 

views made psychedelic by offgassed compounds, volatile organics 

from thick photographs of granite peel-and-stick luxury,

below, afterthought apartment houses suicide staircases fluorescent 

grime-walls and piling mail shivering landlords unseen street trains 

past hollow porch doors, shuddering vintage electrics,

condos slide 
into trash 
aesthetic,
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first dates in artisan bars, low glow tungsten lamps and railroad 

ties, half-assed tapas, plywood sign, normdecor, corner musicians 

on indie passion and being who they really are, blown out amps, 

distracted crowd in thirties classroom chairs and caught in each 

other’s battery-candle faces over dark beers rough tables and thin 

clipboard menus, low-fi homegrown small-stage second-rate three-

piece background buzzband,

next door snakes for sale, rubber cases, sim cards, stunned turtles in 

tepid pool, bored birds with their ratty bells and toys,

next door grime salons, sun-washed blue hair-bleach posters 

moisture curled and decade dried and hanging off the glass, 

underfoot tunnel trains at crush-load capacity delayed by a tabloid 

that brushed the third rail, underground intercoms spraying dark 

indiscernible noise,

next door damp grocer, instant chicken powder plastic bowl soup 

expired last year, stale biscuits fused together, green tea brews to 

taste like lakewater,

next door cheap street samosa den plastered paper signs, worn 

through rugs and brown paper bags translucent with oil and plenty of 

tables if you want to stay and sit down and look out at the thrift shop, 

strip club and massage place, 
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and vapid kitsch statuary heaped in the rain in Italian front yards, 

patchwork shingle jobs in their final spring of degradation, chemtrail 

theorists protesting under blue skies, deacons of agnosticism on 

their way back from pay-what-you-can free-jazz, men spitting on dry 

chains of used mountain bikes,

winter recluses drugged by sunlight and breeze, doorjamb smokers 

arguing revisionist histories, third floor window side-gig guitarist in 

eternal state of groove, sidewalk wanderers sliding high into private 

dread dimension, white cube contemporaries muttering over piles of 

ripped cardboard, fresh drywall, fluorescent compositions,

glass-front craft joints crammed with confused academics, pseudo-

intellectuals, theoreticians of the picturesque, bandmates on their 

third beers conspiring to finally draft a chillwave manifesto, caught-

up yuppies with sixty-hour work weeks and liberal hesitations gazing 

out at the snow and dreaming of the intertropical convergence 

zone, film buffs deliberating confident taste and the merits of 

grain over cold poutine, qualified astrologists in neural retrograde, 

disenchanted directors and construction workers,

denizens of 
the skyline 
descended to 
sip tonic under 
heat lamp 
beacons,
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dogs shitting on the sidewalk outside, tire-flattened crow with stiff 

wing pointed skyward, heaps of fucked up furniture and blundstone 

hipsters with fitted toques and a man whose pants fall completely 

down; he shuffles below the steel rivet rust freight train underpass 

wind tunnel where pigeons shit corroding the steel and wind scathes 

everyone walking with their thin coats under grey sky, which they 

look up at, past the walls windows and sixty foot high advertisement 

flapping against the brickwork and wish for more warmth than 

diluted sports bar pint, dulled by double LCD LED backlit high res 

ultrabright superflat computer monitors in unheated warehouses, 

thin windows, sharp vapours of melted acrylic, diethyl phthalate, 

coarse chalky salt, dog hairs, dust, clear plastic, wire, burnt coffee 

grounds,

microchips 
and shattered 
flasks, 
paperclips, 
gum wrappers 
and zip-ties,
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students dazed in ruminations of half-decade thought output grind,

on their way to serene unchanged eighties fake-plant pastel-walled 

greyhound-blue waiting rooms,

tarnished chrome, burgundy leatherette chairs chained and bolted to 

the floor,

to small towns, slanting apartments, ancient must carpet stairs to 

rattling windows and asbestos board over slow sludge rivers stunted 

trees and fishermen with nothing else to do,

false mantras sung under drunk breath trudging uphill at cold night, 

everyone from the bus lugs shit with them, split off into different 

directions to sit in their attic rooms alone for the rest of the night 

with salvaged office chair clickbait articles and struggling fibreboard 

space heaters pushing the hand-wired fuse to its final threshold, sole 

window sending out gamma glow to no one.
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